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THIS  IS  PRELIMINARY  DOCUMENTATION,
SO THE WORKINGS OF THE PROGRAM MAY
NOT EXACTLY MATCH WHAT IS DESCRIBED
HERE.

MENUS

File
The only menu item under File is Exit.

Midi In
Midi Out

These allow you to choose what Midi devices to use

Filter 
This allows you to filter out Active Sensing messages and Real
Time messages (which includes Active Sensing messages) from
the display of incoming Midi data.

Options

Thru
Thru allows you to control what Midi data is routed from Midi In
to Midi Out. 

Enable
Enables the Thru function

Global Thru
Sends all incoming Midi data to Midi Out, without

changing the channel.
Midi Channel

If  Global  Thru  is  not  on,  this  routes  all  incoming
Midi data to Midi Out on the given channel.

Filter
This  allows  you  to  prohibit  a  specific  controller

message and/or Program Change messages from



being passed to Midi Out.

Send Midi Message
This allows you to send a given Controller message (or program
change message) to Midi Out.

D110 Tone Editor
This  is  a tone editor for  D110 sound modules.  It  also should
work for any synthesizer that uses the same Sysex conventions.
Most of the buttons are self explanatory, but there is a caveat:

If you modify a tone, then switch to a different tone, the
current tone will not be written. You must use the Write
Current button.

D110 Patch Editor
This is a patch editor for D110 sound modules. Because I pull all
the sound names from the synthesizer itself, you have to run the
Tone Editor once, and dismiss it before you can run the patch
editor.

Send Bulk Sysex
This  allows  you  to  send  any  sysex  file  that  you  have  to  any
synthesizer.  WARNING: error checking and check summing is
not performed, so GIGO (Garbage In, Garbage Out); if you give
it a garbage file, Wmw will likely crash.

FRIENDLY WARNING
This program could very well make your synthesizer unusable 

by scribbling all over its internal memory. If you use this program, 
please ensure that you have saved your synthesizer's entire 

contents with some other program, or a memory card.

LEGAL STUFF
No warrantee is expressed or implied. The writer of this 

program is not responsible for any damage or loss of data due to the 
use of this program.


